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Vassilena Valchanova
 Digital Strategist, Blogger, and Speaker

00359 899 172 648 v@valchanova.me valchanova.me Sofia, Bulgaria

CURRENT PROJECTS

Digital Strategist
Enhancv Sofia, Bulgaria

Enhancv helps you highlight your achievements, attitude, and personality 
to stand out and feel proud. The company got featured in Forbes, Business 
Insider, Inc. Magazine, Lifehacker, The Hill.

Optimized performance advertising efficiency and brought down CAC 3-
fold in 6 months
Led the implementation of a full measurement strategy and 
implemented the data-driven approach for the whole team
Set up and led the first growth experimentation process in the company

Founder and Communications Manager
Ratio Science Forum Sofia, Bulgaria

Ratio aims to show regular people science can be interesting and engaging 
by organizing events with experienced pop-sci speakers.

Led the full development of the event brand from 180 to 800 guests per 
conference
Organized more than 50 events in different formats
Overdelivered on guest expectations with an event NPS of 85

Lecturer and Public Speaker
Valchanova.me Sofia, Bulgaria

My personal blog, focused on growth marketing, content marketing, 
measurement and digital strategy. First version only in Bulgarian, then 
expanded to an English blog in 2017.

Participated in more than 10 international events as a speaker on topics 
including measurement, content marketing, growth, and more.
An accredited lecturer at New Bulgarian University and Software 
University, having taught more than 1500 students on Gamification, 
Content Marketing, and Marketing Analytics
Featured as a 'Must Read' on GrowthHackers.com

PUBLICATIONS

Digital Strategy, Content, and Growth
Valchanova.me

https://valchanova.me

What started as a personal blog gradually became a platform for 
professional advice. My English blog started in late 2017 with a niche focus 
on digital strategy. 
 
An article I wrote has already been featured as a "Must Read" on Growth 
Hackers.

SPEAKER PHILOSOPHY

Proper Planning and 
Preparation Prevents Poor 
Performance.

Stephen Keague

VASSY TRIVIA

Blog author for a decade
For 10 years, I've built a blog that has been read 
by 300,000 people and helped me build the 
credibility to land my last 4 full-time positions.

Theatre (almost-)professional
I have participated in drama classes for 12 years 
and our troupe won 3 state competitions.

Thinking of the big picture, but 
fighting in the trenches

Delivered everything from strategy building to 
pushing the 'Post' button when we expanded an 
e-tailer's portfolio from 4 to 13 categories.

TOPICS I KNOW INSIDE OUT

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Technology  & Consumer Electronics - 6 yrs

E-commerce - 4 yrs

SaaS - 3 yrs

Others (Automotive, Energy, 
Pharmaceutical) - 2 yrs
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